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1. MESSAGE FROM THE SPONSORS

Mr Philip Keogan
Executive General Manager
Energy Sustainability &
Market Development



our customers who have worked with us to manage growth
in peak demand on the network;



to the Government funding partners, industry and
universities who have worked with us to advance the DM
Program of innovation and trials; and



Ergon staff who have developed and implemented the
Demand Management Program of Works.

At Ergon Energy, our mission for the Demand Management
Program is to deliver world class, customer driven, energy solutions.
The Electricity Power and Research Institute acknowledged our
progress towards this mission through accepting our Townsville an
Energy Sense Community into the Smart Grid Global demonstration
program.

DM Plan Outcomes Report 2011-12

Mr Neil Lowry
Executive General Manager
Asset Management

We are pleased to present Ergon Energy’s Demand Management
Outcomes Report for 2011-12. This report provides key
performance information that demonstrates Ergon Energy’s
commitment towards managing new network investment drivers –
one of the leading contributors to electricity price increases.
It has been a significant year for Ergon Energy’s Demand
Management program. We would like to take this opportunity to
thank,

We believe we are well on the way and look forward to the year ahead. Now, more than
ever, what we do together as a society and with customers determine our power.
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2. AT A GLANCE
The 2011-12 Demand Management Plan (DM Plan) outlined Ergon Energy’s long-term
Demand Management (DM) strategy, the overarching principles and a description of
initiatives to be carried out for the next five years.
The DM activities focus to deliver on the aggregated benefits of demand management in
electricity affordability, peak demand reduction, energy efficiency and expanding Ergon
Energy’s demand management capabilities through Demand Management Innovation
Allowance (DMIA) trial activities.

Ergon Energy Corporation Limited

This 2012 Demand Management Outcome Report documents the progress Ergon Energy is
making in fulfilling the performance measures as presented in the 2011-12 DM Plan.
The DM Plan lists a total of 21 individual DM initiatives containing 54 performance targets
and set a target of 25MW (or 29MVA) of peak load reduction. Of the 54 targets set, 47 were
completely or substantially achieved, 6 partially achieved and 1 put on hold due to program
priority changes.
For the 2011-12 year, the DM activities delivered 36MW (or 42MVA) of demand reductions
exceeding the 25MW (or 29MVA) target set in 2011-12 Demand Management Plan. With
17MW (or 20MVA of peak demand reductions in the previous financial year, Ergon Energy is
well positioned to achieve its target of 103MW (or 121MVA) of peak demand reductions
from DM activities by 2015.
FIGURE 1: DM DELIVERY PROGRESS AS AT 30 JUNE 2012

Peak demand is a key driver of new network infrastructure investment, which is a major
driver of increases in electricity prices. DM offers an alternative to investing in assets that
are used for a limited number of days a year. DM alternatives have now been deployed in 7
network constraint locations to defer $428 million of proposed network augmentations, and
produce savings of $78 million to contribute towards our electricity affordability objectives.
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The 2011-12 expenditure on the demand management program was $22.6 million, which
was less than budgeted for the financial year. Investment of regulated funding sources
doubled in 2011-12 compared to 2010-11. The strongest growth in activities and
expenditure were seen in the residential and large customer DM programs.

In terms of DM Program performance, the following table summarises key results from
Ergon Energy’s DM program for 2011-12 financial year.
TABLE 1: DM PROGRAM O UTCOMES 2011-12

Goals/Measures
Demand Reduction
Future Capital expenditure deferrals*
Future Net Savings*
Program Expenditure

Target

Outcome

25 MW
$36 million

36 MW
$428 million
$78 million
$23 million

REPORT PURPOSE & STRUCTURE
This report has been prepared in accordance with Ergon Energy’s requirements under the
Electricity Regulation 2006 (Regulation). Sections 127(B) and (H) of the Regulation require
that Ergon Energy, as a condition of its distribution authority, submit to the Director-General
of the Department of Energy and Water Supply (DEWS) an annual Demand Management
Outcomes Report.
This report must contain a review of the projects in Ergon Energy’s approved Demand
Management Plan prepared for the previous financial year.
Specifically, this report must compare the following details:
The proposed projects stated in the approved Demand Management Plan for the
previous financial year; and
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*Network Constraint projects approved to be delivered from 2011-12 onwards.

The actual projects carried out in that year.
The remainder of this report is structured as follows:
Section

Title

Description

3

Program Development &
Outcomes

Provides a summary of key developments in
the demand management organisation within
Ergon Energy in 2011-12. Also presents the
program level outcomes of the DM program.

4

Budget Management

Analysis of the expenditure with forecast
expenditure as set out in the 2011-12 Demand
Management Plan.

5

Program Delivery Progress

Outlines a progress report for each of the
demand management project/program.
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3. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT & OUTCOMES
Ergon Energy and the Australian Energy Regulator define demand
management as activities to implement efficient non-network
alternatives or to manage the expected demand for standard control
services in some other way.

Mr Tony Pfeiffer
Group Manager
Alternative Energy Solutions

Hence, the major investment drivers for our DM initiatives are peak
demand reduction, electricity affordability, influencing customer’s
behaviour and overall energy efficiency. The DM program is
therefore designed to achieve well-defined outcomes that support
these investment drivers, through the following objectives:

Ergon Energy Corporation Limited

Develop and implement DM program organisation promoting good governance;
Develop a Program of Work for the DM Strategic priorities: Network Constraints,
Commercial & Industrial, Residential, Embedded Generation and Demand
Management Innovation program;
Develop a Benefits Management Framework with performance indicators reflecting
the investment drivers; and
Ensure that the demand management program continuously informs and builds
Ergon Energy’s demand management capabilities.

PROGRAM GOVERNANCE
In 2009-10, to integrate DM into the network business Ergon Energy established the
Alternative Energy Solutions (AES) unit to coordinate and where applicable facilitate the
implementation of DM initiatives into standard asset management business practices.
In 2011-12, to facilitate this business integration, senior management support &
coordination has been delivered through the formation of the Smart Network Reference
Group. The Reference Group held 5 meetings in 2011-12.
TABLE 2 : R EFERENCE GROUP M EMBERSHIP
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Group Manager Operational Technology

General Manager Metering

Group Manager Alternative Energy Solutions

Group Manager Customer Service Channels

Group Manager Energy Conservation and Demand
Management

Group Manager Retail Strategy and Market
Solutions

Group Manager Emerging Opportunities and
Technology Development

Group Manager Energy Network Services

Group Manager Asset Ownership

General Manager Marketing

Group Manager Energy Transition

Group Manager Telecommunications

During 2011-12, Ergon Energy developed and implemented a Non-Network Alternative
process (DN22), to ensure the unbiased and robust assessment of demand management
programs and projects in areas of network constraint. It sets out the process by which DM
decisions are made and implemented within Ergon Energy and has been developed to
anticipate RIT-D compliance under the National Electricity Rules.
Two main process components are outlined in this framework: Program development and
Project delivery.

The following flow chart illustrates the DM program development process.
FIGURE 2: PROGRAM D EVELOPMENT

This approach integrates the screening requirements of the proposed RIT-D with Ergon
Energy’s Planning & Program management processes. It provides greater scope in terms of
the viability of potential cost effective solutions and increased assurance of regulatory
compliance and prudent investment.
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The program development component covers the development of a strategic view of the
network investments in the longer term and provides an overall portfolio of network
investments. Under this framework, AES screens Ergon Energy’s demand driven capital
investment programs for DM & NNA opportunities that form a program of work for the DM
Plan.
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The project delivery component sets out the steps required to test, develop, design and
deliver an individual project or a program of related DM projects to manage load in an area
of network constraint.

Ergon Energy Corporation Limited

FIGURE 3: PROJECT D ELIVERY

BENEFITS MANAGEMENT
Ergon Energy places significant emphasis on benefit management within the DM program.
Accordingly, where applicable performance indicators are utilised in addition to the defined
performance targets set for each DM project or initiative. Table 3 provides a summary of the
indicators currently used in DM performance monitoring.
TABLE 3: ERGON ENERGY DM P ERFORMANCE INDICATORS
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Measures
Peak Demand Reduction
Network Augmentation Deferral Savings
Customer Participation

Units
MVA or MW
Absolute dollar value
Uptake Rates or %

Customer Savings
Energy Savings
Greenhouse Gas Savings
Financial measures

Absolute dollar value or %
Annual MWh or %
CO2 equivalent
Absolute dollar value or %

Such indicators inform the evaluation of the longer-term costs and benefits of the demand
management initiatives, with the aim of developing cost effective initiatives for future
implementation. In sum, the overarching objective of Ergon Energy’s DM performance
framework is that the right data are measured to inform Ergon Energy and its DM program
stakeholders, including the Queensland Government, Federal Government, customers,
industry and regulators.

During 2011-12, Ergon Energy developed a 5 year program of work in alignment with the
strategic objective of reducing network costs. The integrated DM program includes a wide
range of initiatives employing both “targeted” and “broad-scaled” approaches spanning
across 5 strategic priorities: Network Constraints, Commercial & Industrial, Residential,
Embedded Generation and Demand Management Innovation program. Figure 4 provides a
graphical snapshot representation of the 5 year DM program inclusive of resourcing
requirements.
FIGURE 4: ERGON ENERGY DM PROGRAM TIMELINE
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PROGRAM OF WORK

PROGRAM OUTCOMES
In June 2012, the DM activities comprised more than 50 individual initiatives under 7 major
program categories:
1.

the Townsville Energy Sense Community and Queensland Solar City Programs,

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

the powersavvy program,
the Large Customers Peak Demand program,
the Residential Customers program,
the Embedded Generation program,
the Smart Network & Pricing Signals program, and
the Demand Management Innovation Allowance program.
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Performance Targets
For 2011-12, Ergon Energy established 54 performance targets for the full DM Program.
Individual initiatives are at various project stages from development to finalisation and each
initiative’s performance targets reflect the planned progress for the year.
A Red-Amber-Green (RAG) rating system is used to measure the achievement of the
performance targets. Brief explanation of the RAG ratings and a summary of the 2011-12
performance targets are presented in the table below:
TABLE 4: ERGON ENERGY’S 2011-12 PERFORMANCE TARGET RATINGS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

Ergon Energy Corporation Limited

Definition

Rating

Number achieved

Green flag indicates that the target was substantially or fully
achieved



47

Amber flag indicates that the target was partly achieved



6

Red flag indicates that the target was not achieved



1

As the performance targets indicate, the overall progress against majority of the
performance targets were achieved for the year. The main exception was “Maintenance of
Existing Load Control Relays”. This project was put on hold due to program priority changes.
In terms of overall project deliverables, 111 (or 94%) of deliverables across the full DM
program were successfully completed for the year. Further performance details on each
initiative are outlined in the project delivery section of this report.

Peak Demand Reductions
For the 2011-12 financial year, DM activities targeted 25MW (or 29MVA) of peak demand
reductions in addition to expanding Ergon Energy’s demand management capabilities
through research, trial and pilot activities.
During 2011-12 Ergon Energy exceeded this target with a total demand reduction of 36MW
(or 42MVA). The reductions delivered to date equate to 51% of the regulatory control period
target of 103MW (or 121MVA). The following charts illustrate the overall demand reduction
achievements and the significant contributions by programs/initiatives for the 2011-12 year.
FIGURE 5: PEAK D EMAND R EDUCTIONS 2011-12
Benefits (MW Offsets) - YTD
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Target (flat line)
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Forecast (by project)
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Significant demand reduction achievements by programs/initiatives include,

Network Augmentation Deferral Savings
Ergon Energy’s strategic objective of reducing distribution costs and therefore electricity
prices can significantly contribute towards the deferral or avoidance of capital expenditure.
To this end Ergon Energy has commissioned the DM activities targeting network constraint
areas, which if delivered successfully will allow for the deferral of $428.5 million of planned
network capital expenditure, equating to savings of $78.8 million. Table 5 below summarises
the Network Augmentation Deferral Savings from DM activities as at June 2012.

TABLE 5: N ETWORK DEFERRAL SAVINGS

Approved network constraint
projects
Charleville SOS
St George SOS
NDM Mt Isa
Cairns Northern Beaches
Bohle Plains / Mount St John
NDM Ingham
NDM Moranbah
TOTAL

Network
Net
Capex (nominal Benefits (NPV MVA Benefits
Deferral
$M)
$M)
134.9
44.8
1.6
Indefinite - min 10 years
85.7
21.5
1.2
Indefinite - min 10 years
22.2
1.2
3.6
3 Years
83.1
8.4
4.0
3 Years
75.7
0.5
5.5
2 Years
5.6
0.8
1.8
5 Years
21.3
1.8
3.5
2 Years
428.5
78.8
21.2
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15MW of peak demand reduction is directly attributed to the successful
implementation of stage 1 (3hrs hot water switching) of the North Queensland Load
Management project.
3.7MW of diversified peak demand has been removed from the network or is under
load control through the residential Pool Pump program.
4.14MVA of undiversified peak demand reduction delivered by Power Factor
Correction Pilot in the Toowoomba region. A further eight installations have
commenced for future savings to be recognised next year.
3.3MW of contracted demand response achieved through the embedded generation
network support agreement with Townsville Hospital.
1.8MW of maximum demand (point in the year) reduction achieved at Magnetic
Island through the Solar City program.
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Customer Participation & Energy Savings
Ergon Energy has implemented broad-based programs that influence industries, overall
community attitudes and customer energy usage patterns. These can have a significant
impact in reducing overall system demand, improving asset utilisation whilst delivering
savings for customers. Some of the successes with such programs for 2011-12 were,
By June 2012, the residential Pool Pump program has 8,033 customer participants in
the program. This equates to 3.7MW of peak demand reductions or load control.

Ergon Energy Corporation Limited

Townsville Solar City project continues to deliver savings on Magnetic Island, with
Eighty four households taking part in the Peak Demand reduction Trial. The
reduction in peak period energy averaged 27% for the 6 – 9pm period, while total
energy reduction for the trial period was 23%.
The powersavvy program for the isolated communities has generated $976,000 in
estimated annual savings from diesel generation with on-going annual energy
savings of 2.8GWh/year.
In support of the take up of economy tariffs, the RECESS project has engaged with
more than 600 electrical contractors and representatives from the industry across
the state through a series of residential electrical contractor engagement sessions.

Ergon Energy’s powersavvy program has
demonstrated that the personal, face to face
approach can achieve outstanding results in
changing behaviour to reduce residential energy
use. For commercial premises, audits identified 20
to 30 per cent energy savings were possible with
simple payback within three years.
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4. BUDGET MANAGEMENT
Ergon Energy’s 2011-12 Demand Management Plan allocated $36.0 million in budget
allowances in line with existing funding resources and its regulated operational allowances.
Table 6 summarises the planned and the actual expenditure for 2011-12 Ergon Energy DM
program. The table breaks down the expenditure by DM program categories, with the subtotals for each category being the summary of all initiatives within that category. Also
presented are the 2010-11 actual expenditure and the funding sources.

Program Management
Energy Sense Communities
Townsville Queensland Solar City Project
powersavvy
Large Customers Peak Demand
Power Factor Correction
Townsville NDM Pilot
Townsville CBD District Cooling
C & I Initiatives
Embedded Generation
Customer Embedded Generation
Consolidated Embedded Generation Initiatives
Residential Customers
North Qld Load Harmonisation
Air condtioning Program
Pool Pump Program
Residential Brownfields
Residential Greenfields
Direct load control e.g Hot Water
Consolidated Residential Customers Initiatives
Smart Network & Pricing Signals
Rewards Based Tariff
Know Your Power
Sustainable Residential Development (ULDA)
QUT ARC Linkage
Consolidated Smart Network & Pricing Signals
DMIA
Total

Funding
Source
NNA
NNA
AGO
CSO
OCE
OCE
OCE
NNA
NNA
NNA
Other
NNA
NNA
NNA
NNA
NNA
NNA
NNA
NNA
OCE
NNA
NNA
DMIA

2010/11
Actual
($'000)
250
1,048
7,688
3,469
2,102

2011/12
Planned
($'000)
2,739
2,776
6,036
4,600
6,909

2011/12
Actual
($'000)
1,247
1,933
4,873
2,729
3,585

578

1,300

890

1,066

2,200

1,210
654

-

-

458

3,409

830

428

727

523

-

589

444

428

138

79

1,949

9,673

5,928

1,312
30

5,500
782

2,689
1

14

1,161

2,866

-

-

94

-

-

1

-

430

13

592

1,800

265

1,773

1,573

1,218

1,596

705

358

177

668

684

-

-

50

-

200

126

2011/12
Variance
%
-54%
-30%
-19%
-41%
-48%

-28%

-39%
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TABLE 6: E XPENDITURE ON DEMAND MANAGEMENT PROJECTS

-23%

-

-

-

458

1,000

540

-46%

19,163

36,033

22,577

-37%

For the financial year 2011-12, the expenditure on the DM program amounted to $22.6
million, well short of the allocated budget of $36.0 million. Analysis of the program
expenditure finds three primary reasons for the underspend: Aggressive activity growth
forecasts, actual savings from project delivery and project delays generally due to changes in
the priority, timing and resourcing at the project level.
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The 5 year DM Program of Work developed in 2011-12 provides a sound basis for future
budget forecasting. Consequently the 2012-13 DM plan has been developed with more
conservative forecasts.
Analysis of the DM expenditure also highlights the changes in the program and funding mix
as illustrated by the below charts.
FIGURE 6: FUNDING MIX 2010-11

FIGURE 7: FUNDING MIX 2011-12

Regulated
Funding,
$5,050 , 26%
Other Grants
Funding,
$13,096 , 58%
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Other Grants
Funding,
$14,113 , 74%

Regulated
Funding,
$9,482 , 42%

As seen in the chart above, DM initiatives funded from the regulated operation allowances
has increased from $5M to $9.5M in 2011-12 and accounting 42% of the program. Looking
at the program expenditure breakdown for 2011-12 year, the Residential program
accounted for 26.3% of the expenditure, with Townsville Queensland Solar City at 21.6%,
Large Customers Peak Demand program at 15.6%, powersavvy at 12.1% and Embedded
Generation at 2.3%. The other categories, Program Management, Energy Sense
Communities and Demand Management Innovation Allowance accounted for the remaining
21.9%.
FIGURE 8: DM PROGRAM EXPENDITURE 2 YEAR COMPARISON

The expenditure increase
in regulated operational
funding is driven by
increased DM activities in
network constraint
targeted programs (Large
Customers Peak
Demand) and broadbased programs in the
Residential space.
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5. PROGRAM DELIVERY PROGRESS
This section of the report describes the status of implementation of
the demand management projects.

Resource management and engagement has been improved with
development of the 5 year rolling Program of Work and the Preferred
Contractors Panel (PCP 97). The Panel complements and supports our
internal resources with additional private sector expertise
and capabilities.

No longer can we continue
to just build more of the
same network
infrastructure to service an
increasing demand – we
must look at new and
better ways of delivering
affordable, sustainable
energy solutions that the
community of the future
will insist on.

To coordinate and manage DM delivery, we have
developed and implemented an on-line ECDM database
and management system. This enables on-line
management and automated reporting from field
activities with customers and overall project progress. The
ECDM database will provide significant gains in project
management and information management.
Beyond our own project information requirements, we
have launched the “Your Power Qld” website jointly with
ENERGEX to better inform Queensland electricity users.
This will be a useful channel to inform and empower
customers with new products and information (visit:
www.yourpowerqld.com.au).
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Mr David Heberlein
Group Manager
Energy Conservation &
Demand Management

Across the business the demand reductions delivered for 2011-12
(36MW) were double those delivered for 2010-11 (17MW). The Energy
Conservation and Demand Management team has made significant
progress in resourcing, information management and operational
integration to better enable delivery of DM projects.

Finally, progress has been made integrating network operational requirements with demand
management capacity from embedded generation opportunities with the commissioning of
the Townsville Hospital embedded generation Network Support Agreement. The agreement
has contracted 3.4MW of embedded generation that can be called on by the network and
developed agreements and protocols that can be reused and deployed in other areas of our
network and with other customers.
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Townsville an Energy Sense Community

Ergon Energy Corporation Limited

Description
The objective of the Townsville Energy Sense Community
Program is to take knowledge and expertise gathered to date
from various energy conservation, demand management and
technology innovation trials and apply them to a live capital
deferral opportunity. This initiative is considered necessary for
2011/12 because there is a need and opportunity to refocus
and/or enhance planned or proposed initiatives from around the
Townsville area and accelerate key learning outcomes.
The Townsville Energy Sense Community Program contains both
“Smart Asset Management Capital Deferral” and “Network of the
Future” Initiatives supported by stakeholder, community and
customer engagement frameworks, knowledge framework and
trial architecture. The suite of initiatives has considered network
side and customer side solutions in a complementary way to
deliver capital deferral value and enhanced learning outcomes.

PROJECT PHASE
Development

Performance Targets 2011/12

Implementation

Finalisation

Indicates current phase










EPRI GLOBAL DEMO SITE
Townsville Energy Sense Program
established as a Smart City reference site.

DELIVERY HIGHLIGHTS
Gate 3 Implementation Business Cases for
all identified projects. Concept designs
completed.

KNOWLEDGE MGMT
Regulatory submission contribution
projects identified. Measurement &
Analysis plans developed.

Progress
As at 30 June 2012,

Cost $M

Rating

Comment



2.

Complete the detailed
specification phase



Concept designs completed.

3.

Conduct a Regulatory Test



Bohle regulatory test completed
for capital deferral business
case.

4.

Project base lining and
measurement



Program and project baselines
completed.

5.

Complete a measurement and
verification plan



Completed.

6.

Complete a capital deferral
business case



Completed.

7.

Complete Network of the
Future (NOF) business cases



Identified NOF business cases
completed.

Target is fully achieved within the timeframe.  Target is partly achieved within the
timeframe.  Target is not achieved within the timeframe.

1.93

Program To
Date

Establish the program and
governance arrangements

2.98

2011

1.

Program governance and
knowledge management
business case approved and
implemented.
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Highlights

Description
The Townsville Queensland Solar City Project, an official
Australian Greenhouse Office Solar City project, is designed to
explore options to address a number of challenges in delivering
sustainable energy outcomes in Australia.
The program involves distributed solar technologies, energy
efficiency, load management, smart meters, cost-reflective
pricing and Community Engagement strategies relying on
Community Based Social Marketing (CBSM) and Thematic
Communication principles. These technologies have been
combined in large-scale grid-connected urban sites to trial new
sustainable models for electricity supply and use.

Highlights
PROJECT PHASE
Development

Implementation

Finalisation

Indicates current phase



1MW OF SOLAR
INSTALLATIONS



CABLE DEFERRAL BY 8 YEARS



PEAK DEMAND REDUCED BY
40% COMPARED TO BUSINESS
AS USUAL (TARGET: 27%)




$1M CUSTOMER SAVING
55KT GHG SAVINGS

Progress
As at 30 June 2012,
Performance Targets
2011/12

8.

Complete 1,705 audits



Comment

9.



211 participants for PVs were recruited.



1060kW of PV installed

MVA
12.56

4.87

4.81
2.12
Program To
Date

1347 Energy Assessments completed. Of
the total, 99% of commercial premises
were assessed, 75% of residential
customers were assessed. 6% of all
customers were not assessable (i.e. were
supplies that were not premises), 16%
were not able to be contacted despite
exhaustive attempts, and only 5%
declined.

Cost $M

2011

Complete the
recruitment of 478 PV
participants
10. Complete the
installation of 778 kW
of PV capacity

Rating

DM Plan Outcomes Report 2011-12

Townsville Solar City Project



Target is fully achieved within the timeframe.  Target is partly achieved within the
timeframe.  Target is not achieved within the timeframe.
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powersavvy

Highlights

Description
Powersavvy is Ergon Energy’s innovative program to help
residents and businesses in some of its off-grid communities
reduce their power consumption and power bills. The project
aims to reduce energy consumption in the target communities
by approximately 20 percent.

Ergon Energy Corporation Limited

This initiative is considered necessary for 2011/12 because it has
been successful in reducing energy consumption and continues
to be extended to more mainland and island isolated
communities where Ergon Energy provides power via dieselfuelled power stations.

12. Commence engagement on
mainland communities

Implementation

Finalisation

Indicates current phase



FUEL SAVINGS




970,000 litres

GREEN HOUSE GAS




2,832 tonnes

CUSTOMERS SAVINGS


Estimated achieved savings of
3.6GWh

Rating

Comment



On target, with ‘sustain’ phase being
currently implemented.



Significant progress in delivery to
Cape York, Palm Island and some
gulf Communities

Achieving energy savings is taking longer than
expected due to the challenges of working in
remote locations, including lack of
tradesmen, high costs and customer delays.
A range of strategies are being implemented
to address these challenges.

Cost $M



Target is fully achieved within the timeframe.  Target is partly achieved within the
timeframe.  Target is not achieved within the timeframe.

2.73

Program To
Date

During 2011/12, powersavvy was delivered to the remaining
island communities in the Torres Strait and significant progress
made in delivery of the program to Cape York, Palm Island and
some Gulf communities.
The program continued to evolve and mature and lessons learnt
were used to adapt and further develop the implementation
model. Commercial and Government customers are proving to
need continued hand holding and support to commit to
undertake energy savings measures.
Whilst this is causing a delay in some projects, a strong pipeline
of energy saving opportunities has been identified. It is
expected that full roll out of the program to all communities will
be completed on schedule by June 2013.

6.20

2011

16

11. Extension of the Powersavvy
project to all Thursday Island
communities

Development

 REMOTE CHALLENGES

Progress
As at 30 June 2012,
Performance Targets 2011/12

PROJECT PHASE

Power Factor Correction Pilot

Highlights
PROJECT PHASE
Development

Implementation

Finalisation

Indicates current phase






4.14 MVA SAVINGS ACHIEVED
TO DATE

CUSTOMER SAVINGS
The pilot project has delivered savings to
13 customers to date, with further 17 in
progress.

Progress
As at 30 June 2012,
Performance Targets 2011/12
13. Complete all power factor
funding agreements/offers
to customers

Rating



Comment
Completed. The chart below shows
the current customer engagement
status.



Target is fully achieved within the timeframe.  Target is partly achieved within the
timeframe.  Target is not achieved within the timeframe.

Cost $M

MVA

4.14

0.89

4.14

DM Plan Outcomes Report 2011-12

Description
Power factor correction is used to improve the efficiency of
certain types of appliances, such as motors, to reduce the load
drawn from that appliance. Power factor ranges from a value of
0 to 1. Appliances with a low power factor draw greater current
than a load with a high power factor for the same amount of
useful power supplied.
Ergon Energy continues to make financial contribution offers
towards the cost of installing dynamically switched power factor
correction units on large customer premises in Toowoomba.

1.47

Program To
Date

2011

17

Townsville NDM Pilot

Highlights

Description
This is an ongoing program where the objective is to enable
Ergon Energy to develop the tools and expertise to proactively
implement network demand management arrangements with its
customers through a targeted program, deferring the need for
network upgrades.

Ergon Energy Corporation Limited

The project has given Ergon Energy hands-on experience in the
technical, commercial and funding aspects of network demand
management in regional Queensland, enabling Ergon Energy to
gear-up to maximise the opportunities presented as demand on
the network continues to grow. Ergon Energy has non-binding
contracts for 24MVA of demand reduction with large Townsville
customers.

Development




Performance Targets 2011/12




14. Continue engagement with
customers by offering incentives to
commit to the program

NETWORK DEFERRALS
On track to defer $72 million in network
upgrades

GREENHOUSE SAVINGS
Greenhouse gas emissions reduced by
42,000 tonnes per year

 ISSUES
Minor delays with some chiller upgrades due
to equipment delivery issues

Cost $M

MVA

9.51


An ongoing activity as part of
the customer DM engagement.

2.28
1.21





Revised estimate of delivery
for project overall demand
savings is between 20.5MVA.
12.5MVA Measured and
Verified for 21 customers.

Target is fully achieved within the timeframe.  Target is partly achieved or ongoing
progress within the timeframe.  Target is not achieved within the timeframe.

0.31
Program
To Date





For 2011-12, 100% agreements
offers executed. Current
operational status: Installation
phase 71% complete,
Operation phase 59%
complete.

CUSTOMER PARTICPATION

2011

15. Identify the level of demand
management possible under the
program through more detailed
audits of customers committed to
the program
16. Develop a refined estimate of the
benefits of demand management
work with commercial and
industrial customers

Comment

12.5MVA MEASURED AND
VERIFIED

31 trial participants with Customers saving
an estimated $7 million per year on their
energy bills.





Rating

Finalisation

Average saving of 20 per cent of peak
demand reduction.


Progress
As at 30 June 2012,

Implementation

Indicates current phase



17. Confirm 24MVA of peak demand
reduction with customers (using
measurement and verification
reports)
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PROJECT PHASE

Description
The initiative operates such that:
Ergon Energy identifies customers where demand can be
actively managed to reduce the peak demand on the
network, and assesses the possible drivers for the
customers concerned, with a view to approaching those
customers; and
Following negotiations, and commercial and engineering
assessments by Ergon Energy, a contract is negotiated
whereby the customer agrees to reduce their load at
peak periods as well as their overall demand for
electricity. Mechanisms to achieve this reduction can
include the replacement of inefficient equipment; the
use of power factor correction on certain appliances; and
the customer actively shifting electricity use to off-peak
periods.
Progress
As at 30 June 2012,
Performance Targets 2011/12
18. Establish a program for
constrained areas
19. Conduct level two audits of
customer demand
management opportunities
20. Secure capital program
funding to deliver demand
management deferral
projects

Highlights
PROJECT PHASE
Development



A 7 year forward program
developed for network constraint
areas.



An ongoing function. Refer below
for progress to date.



Ongoing activity as part of the
budget process.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT



7 year forward program developed



Regular engagement with Network
Planning and Development
Allows for flexibility and regular review of
regional sub transmission and
augmentation plans and variation where
required







NETWORK CONSTRAINTS
7 Network Constraint projects approved
Good early customer engagement on all
projects particularly at a corporate level
identifying opportunities during the
development phase.

CUSTOMER DELIVERY
PROCESS AUTOMATION



Design, development and implementation
of DM database



Allows for greater accessibility, tracking
capability, standardisation, knowledge
capture, and benchmarking capability.

Comment



Finalisation

Indicates current phase


Rating

Implementation

Cost $M

DM Plan Outcomes Report 2011-12

Commercial and Industrial Opportunity
Evaluations

1.29
0.83



Target is fully achieved within the timeframe.  Target is partly achieved within the
timeframe.  Target is not achieved within the timeframe.

Program
To Date

2011

Panel developed to assist deliver a range of capabilities including
high level assessments, desk top analysis, Auditing (Level 1 &
Level 2 to the Australian standard, Energy Performance
Contracts), Measurement and Verification Practices as defined
under the international protocol, customer design and
construction and on site project coordination expertise
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North Qld Load Harmonisation Project
Description
The North Queensland Load Management project will establish a
communication and engagement strategy for customers and
stakeholders to support implementation of a program to gain
increased control of hot water loads in Townsville.

PROJECT PHASE
Development

Implementation

Finalisation

Indicates current phase



15MW ACHIEVED TO DATE



ADDITIONAL 16MW
TARGETED BY FEB 2013



Progress
As at 30 June 2012,

Ergon Energy Corporation Limited

Highlights

Performance Targets 2011/12

Rating

21. Complete tender process



Completed.

22. Commence project deployment



Completed.

UPCOMING SWITCHING
MILESTONES
 4hrs off
 5hrs off
 Summer program

Comment



Target is fully achieved within the timeframe.  Target is partly achieved within the
timeframe.  Target is not achieved within the timeframe.



ISSUES
2200 approx. customers may still have AC on
Hot Water Channels
Some customers may have Hot Water
systems too small for T33

All 24,000 customers visited with relays replaced and loads
separated where appropriate. Staged approach to switching time
extension initiated with a view to completion in February 2013.
Scope extended to include Hardship Customer assistance has
been agreed to in principle with a formal time variation to be
submitted.

Cost $M

MVA

15.00

15.00
4.00

2.69

Program To
Date

2011

20

Description
The use of air conditioning units by residential customers places
a large burden on the Ergon Energy network, primarily resulting
from high energy intensity of the appliances as well as their
pattern of usage which is predominantly at peak periods. The
enhanced ability to widely control this load at peak periods
would decrease pressure on the network and defer network
augmentation. The primary objective of this strategy will be to
maximise customer uptake by offering a financial incentive, such
as a rebate, for participating. Ergon Energy will use outcomes of
trials completed previously to transition customers to participate
on an ongoing basis. This will ensure long term peak demand
management benefits for Ergon Energy.

23. Use technical and behavioural
learnings from past trials to inform
the development of options for air
conditioning load control with
regard to technical feasibility,
customer value propositions and
promotional issues

Development




Comment



Two summers of trials
(08/09 and 09/10) have led
to discussion with
manufacturers to produce
demand-ready A/C units.

Finalisation

“PEAKSMART” ENABLING
TECHNOLOGY
Demand-Ready (“PeakSmart”) technology
now introduced to units of 4
manufacturers






Rating

Implementation

Indicates current phase

LOAD CONTROL STANDARDS
AS4755.3.1 is a published standard.

DEMAND RESPONSE
TECHNOLOGY
Load control signal receivers to manage
PeakSmart delivery is availabl

 DELAY IN BUSINESS CASE
ENDORSEMENT
Cost $000
31.18


Completed in July



Preparing for October
launch

0.83
Program To
Date

2011

24. Develop a business case, based on
outcomes and analysis of pilots, to
justify funding for short and long
term roll-out of load control
25. Develop a market offer to take
advantage of load control options
for customers in network
constrained regions, whilst
providing for all Ergon Energy
customers to voluntarily participate

PROJECT PHASE



Progress
As at 30 June 2012,
Performance Targets 2011/12

Highlights

DM Plan Outcomes Report 2011-12

Air Conditioning Direct Load Control



Target is fully achieved within the timeframe.  Target is partly achieved within the
timeframe.  Target is not achieved within the timeframe.

The business case for the program launch for FY 2012/13 has not
yet been endorsed. On that basis there is no guarantee that
there will be a Summer 2012/13 launch or any load control
benefit in the short-term.
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Pool Pump Load Control Program

Ergon Energy Corporation Limited

Description
Pool filtration systems make a significant contribution to peak
load due to their high energy consumption and often the lack of
customer understanding concerning their use. The average pool
filtration system contributes an average of 1.1 kW to network
load and is frequently operated during peak demand periods.
The objective of this initiative is to maximise customer uptake of
load control options by offering incentives of a significant
enough value to persuade customers to participate. Customers
have been receptive to this program as pool filtrations systems
are a costly household appliance to operate. Ergon Energy
ultimately seeks to secure customers’ long term participation in
the program to ensure ongoing peak demand management
benefits.

PROJECT PHASE
Development

Implementation

Finalisation

Indicates current phase




4.39 MVA savings achieved compared to
target of 0.84





CUSTOMER PARTICIPATION
5,863 participants connecting to T33; and
2,170 purchasing energy-efficient pumps




MVA SAVINGS

NETWORK CONSTRAINTS
Over 50% of customer participation is in
areas of network interest (potential for, or
recognised as constraint).

 OPERATIONAL ISSUE
Contributed to pressure on Operations for
T33 connections work whilst EIS program
popularity continues.

Progress
As at 30 June 2012,

Cost $M
Performance Targets 2011/12
26. Develop a pool pump load control
offering

4.59

4.39




MVA

Comment

Completed

2.87

3.09


Achieved

Target is fully achieved within the timeframe.  Target is partly achieved within the
timeframe.  Target is not achieved within the timeframe.

Program launch has been hugely oversubscribed compared to
forecast and budget. Over 8030 customers participated in the
program between launch (1 Sept 2011) and 30 June 2012.

Program To
Date



2011

27. Conduct a marketing campaign to
raise market awareness
28. Establish a sales process and
customer management process
29. Achieve a take-up of 2,000
customers

Rating



22

Highlights

Energy Savers Residential DM

Highlights

This includes conducting a survey of its customers in order to
identify the use of customer appliances and analyse the
associated energy end uses within its network. As this
information varies on a regional basis across Ergon Energy’s
distribution network this information will be collected from a
representative customer sample on an ongoing basis.
Progress
As at 30 June 2012,
Performance Targets 2011/12
30. Conduct a marketing campaign to
raise market awareness
31. Integrate pilot project learning into
forward demand management
program
32. Completion of a business case
targeting constrained network
areas

Rating

Comment



Targets defined were
complete or no longer
applicable. Business Case no
longer required. Findings fed
into other initiatives.
The project was finalised in
August 2011, with the project
completion report approved
by Queensland Government in
September 2011.





PROJECT PHASE
Development

Implementation

Finalisation

Indicates current phase



REPORT FINDINGS



Learnings include - Future Energy Savers
programs will need to develop a robust
M&V process.



Deadline for report submission should have
been set in accordance with at least 12
months of customer billing data



Learnings and findings fed into other DM
initiatives.

Cost $M

MVA

1.15



Target is fully achieved within the timeframe.  Target is partly achieved within the
timeframe.  Target is not achieved within the timeframe.

0.60

DM Plan Outcomes Report 2011-12

Description
This initiative aims to deliver targeted residential demand
management programs in network constrained locations.

0.38

0.00

Program To
Date

2011

23

Hot Water Direct Load Control (T33
Promotions)
Description
Only approximately 70 per cent of homes in Ergon Energy’s
network take advantage of an off-peak retail tariff (Tariff 31 or
33, or a combination of these tariffs). Given the significant
number of customers not connected to an off-peak tariff, Ergon
Energy seeks to increase the uptake through continued
promotion of these options.

Highlights
PROJECT PHASE
Development

Implementation

Finalisation

Indicates current phase



INDUSTRY SUPPORT



VALUABLE KNOWLEDGE FOR
PROJECT DESIGN

Ergon Energy Corporation Limited

Progress
As at 30 June 2012,
Performance Targets 2011/12
33. Enhance customer and
electrician awareness of offpeak tariffs and the associated
value propositions through a
marketing campaign that might
include bill inserts, letter box
drops, and/or collaboration
with industry publications
34. Achieve growth in customer
numbers on economy tariffs

Rating



Comment

RECESS activities and
forthcoming T33 promotions

Cost $000



Business case endorsed for a
long term promotion program to
re-engage with customers and
“channels to market” for best
customer outcomes.

Program To
Date

Having researched Electricians to motivate them to connect load
control tariffs for customers’ hot water system, they told us that
the best method is to provide incentives for the customer. Ergon
Energy will do this but will be promoting the opportunity heavily
to electricians to engage customers to promote T33 to
customers based on the incentive payment available. The two
year program will be very different to the short-term promotions
in the past and is designed to make connection of T33 to hot
water systems with an electrical load become the norm, not the
exception.

24

12.68



2011

Target is fully achieved within the timeframe.  Target is partly achieved within the
timeframe.  Target is not achieved within the timeframe.

12.68

Maintenance of Existing Load Control
Relays
Description
This initiative involves Ergon Energy establishing a program to
identify receivers in a non-working state and, once they have
been located, to cost effectively repair or replace them. Ergon
Energy’s load control system has been growing for more than 20
years and as such a proportion of its signal receivers are now
significantly aged, or are compromised though signal
attenuation. Delivery of this initiative will provide Ergon Energy
with an enhanced ability to directly control load.

Highlights
PROJECT PHASE
Development

Implementation

Finalisation

Indicates current phase

 ON HOLD
Initiative was put on hold due to priority
conflicts.

Performance Targets 2011/12

35. Develop, cost and resource a plan
detailing the areas to be targeted.

Rating



DM Plan Outcomes Report 2011-12

Progress
As at 30 June 2012,
Comment
Original program developed
needs to be re-scoped, costed
and resourced to build a
process for measuring
performance of the AFLC
network.

Cost $M



Target is fully achieved within the timeframe.  Target is partly achieved within the
timeframe.  Target is not achieved within the timeframe.

Program To
Date

2011

Other programs of work have taken priority, meaning that this
activity has not yet occurred. However, the program is under
review for creation in 2012/13.
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Embedded Generation

Highlights

Description
This initiative will assess the feasibility of customer embedded
and network embedded solutions to address peak demand in
network constrained areas.

Ergon Energy Corporation Limited

It seeks to reduce peak load through the use of standby, peaking
or renewable generators which are directly connected to Ergon
Energy’s network, as opposed to being connected beyond the
customer’s connection point. The embedded generation plant
can be owned either by Ergon Energy which covers the capital
cost and associated operating costs of the generator; or by a
third party whereby Ergon Energy makes network support
payments to the third party.
One of the key objectives of this initiative is to create market
awareness for third parties to provide the generation solution by
contracting with Ergon Energy for network support services.

Development

Performance Targets 2011/12

Implementation



MVA SAVINGS



PROVISION OF NETWORK
SECURITY AND BETTER
RESPONSE CAPABILITY



IMPROVED POWER QUALITY
AND NETWORK RELIABILITY



INCREASED UTILISATION OF
EXISTING NETWORK ASSETS



REDUCED COMMUNITY
SERVICE OBLIGATIONS
Cost $M

Rating

37. Deliver one feasible network
embedded generation solution



Successful delivery of
Townsville Hospital Network
Support Contract.
Commercial negotiations in
progress with Moranbah
Power Station.

Target is fully achieved within the timeframe.  Target is partly achieved within the
timeframe.  Target is not achieved within the timeframe.

3.95
0.52

0.95

3.95

Program To
Date



MVA

Comment

2011

36. Deliver three feasible customer
embedded generation solutions

Finalisation

Indicates current phase

Progress
As at 30 June 2012,
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PROJECT PHASE

Reward Based Tariffs Pilot

Highlights

Description
This initiative looks to influence demand management through
market based pricing signals. The Rewards Based Tariff (RBT)
Pilot comprises a series of pilots on volunteer groups of
customers, empowering them to respond to pricing signals that
will convey information regarding available network capacity.
Customers participating in the pilots have been given control
over their energy bills and have had the opportunity to reduce
electricity costs by reducing demand at peak periods.

PROJECT PHASE
Development

Implementation

Finalisation

Indicates current phase



MID TRIAL REPORT

 Draft mid trial report completed and issued to
all key stakeholders.

Performance Targets 2011/12
38. Collate tariff trial findings
39. Inform Ergon Energy's long-term
pricing strategy
40. Introduce pricing learnings into the
Townsville Energy Sense
Community tariff trials and research

PROJECT EXTENSION

 Business Case for projection extension for
another year is currently in development.

Rating





Comment
Completed
Ongoing, mid trial report
findings are shared to all
relevant stakeholders

Cost $M



Target is fully achieved within the timeframe.  Target is partly achieved within the
timeframe.  Target is not achieved within the timeframe.

1.95
0.36

DM Plan Outcomes Report 2011-12



Progress
As at 30 June 2012,

Program To
Date

2011

27

Energy Information Portal

Highlights

Description
This initiative relies on customer behavioural changes to
reduce demand. The Energy Information Portal will establish
a single reference point for energy information that will
dispense free advice and customer education on a diverse
range of issues including;

Ergon Energy Corporation Limited

Climate control and air conditioning issues;
Energy efficient lighting;
Hot water systems alternatives and load control
options;
Energy efficient house wiring; and
Solar Photovoltaic purchase and connection

Progress
As at 30 June 2012,
Performance Targets 2011/12
41. Finalise the project management
plan
42. Submit the business case to the
Network Investment Review
Committee for Stage 2
43. Finalise the website's concept
design
44. Obtain SPARQ final specification
approval

Rating

Comment



Completed



Completed



Completed



Development

Implementation

Finalisation

Indicates current phase




YOURPOWERQLD
The website has been branded as
“yourpowerqld” with join trademark
application submitted for Ergon and
Energex.



8 FOCUS AREAS

The site content is built around 8 focus areas:
Start Saving,








Energy pricing and economy rates,
Electrical appliances,
Lighting,
Pools,
Cooling and Heating,
Renovating and Building and
Solar

Cost $M

0.68

0.86

Completed



Program To
Date

2011

Target is fully achieved within the timeframe.  Target is partly achieved within the
timeframe.  Target is not achieved within the timeframe.

Subsequent to the SPARQ final specification approval, the
portal site has been developed on our Matrix platform. This
has been successfully completed with “Go Live” in July 2012.
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PROJECT PHASE

QUT ARC linkage study

Highlights
PROJECT PHASE
Development



Performance Targets 2011/12
45. Confirm ARC funding approval




Rating

Finalisation

Indicates current phase


Progress
As at 30 June 2012,

Implementation

ARC FUNDING AWARDED
Commercial agreement and ARC funding
arrangement completed.

RESEARCH FUNDING
Support of PhD Candidature funding and a
number of research fellows

Comment



ARC funding awarded.

46. Execute funding agreement with
QUT



Relevant commercial &
contractual agreements in
place.

47. Prepare research plan and
methodology



Endorsement of the proposed
implementation of Bayesian
Network methodology.




EPRI SUPPORT
Project featured in the visit by
international EPRI partners

Cost $000



Target is fully achieved within the timeframe.  Target is partly achieved within the
timeframe.  Target is not achieved within the timeframe.

126

126

DM Plan Outcomes Report 2011-12

Description
The proposed research will develop control strategies for
household appliances (including electric vehicles) and statistical
models considering price, convenience and charging strategies.
The project is contingent on QUT being successful with its ARC
grant application.

Program To
Date

2011
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Automated Demand Response Trial

Ergon Energy Corporation Limited

Description
There are numerous opportunities for working with customers to
reduce their peak demand or indeed to reduce their
consumption when the network is under a constraint. There are
many cases where customer equipment may be shut down or
“dialled back” for short periods of time in order to reduce peak
load with minimal or no impact on the customer. Working in
conjunction with our customers will empower them to make
better energy choices that benefit their business and climate
change, while better utilising network assets and reducing the
need for network augmentation.

Progress
As at 30 June 2012,
Performance Targets 2011/12
48. Verify the functionality of a
Demand Reduction Automation
Server (DRAS) based on the
OpenADR protocol and the use of
OpenADR capable communications
and control systems in customer
premises to gain an understanding
of customer acceptance,
communication capabilities, load
shifting or removal and response
time frames.

Highlights
PROJECT PHASE
Development

Implementation

Finalisation

Indicates current phase



MAXIMIM 20% DEMAND
REDUCTION TO DATE



RETAIL AND NETWORK
BENEFIT POTENTIAL



LOW COSTS AND BARRIERS
FOR CUSTOMER
PARTICIPATION



TARGETED DEMAND
REDUCTION

When and where demand reduction is
required.

Rating



Comment
9 sites installed and
commissioned including,
including water pumping on
The Strand, Townsville RSL
Stadium, Civic Theatre and
Level 4, 22 Walker St.
Two demand events have
been called.
The maximum demand
reduction to date was 20%.

Target is fully achieved within the timeframe.  Target is partly achieved within the
timeframe.  Target is not achieved within the timeframe.

 ISSUES
Integration investigation required prior to
Business as Usual Product. Including server
integration, customer incentive, internal
processes, measurement and verification etc.

Cost $000
434.47



Program To
Date

30

2011

The maximum demand reduction recorded to date was 101kW
from a baseline of 495kW.

93.80

Description
The goals of the project are to discover the market opportunity
for professional cleaning of residential refrigerative, split-system
air conditioning (how many companies offering the service,
where and at what cost). Professional cleaning means effective
cleaning of header unit coils and fins to remove all dirt and
fungal/bacterial growth (through use of an effective cleaning
agent) and addition of a protective layer. It should be noted that
cleaning the header unit filter does not constitute a professional
clean.

Implementation

Finalisation

Indicates current phase



FINDINGS



Energy savings for customers is 10% to 28%,
depending on the A/C dirtiness condition.
The resultant demand outcome was similar.



For residential customers the full cost of the
A/C clean is not saved through energy
reduction customers participation



INDUSTRY INTEREST
Significant interest with large number of A/C
cleaning businesses tendered for the work.

 CUSTOMER PARTICPATION
Rating

Comment



Target residential living
space. It is important to
undertake the trial on air
conditioners used in
residential living spaces as
these are the units most
often used during peak
load times; and
Small business operation.
Including some small
business operations will
allow for an
understanding of the
value proposition with
customers who are
running air-conditioning
for long periods of the
day, for a significant part
of the year



Completed

Target is fully achieved within the timeframe.  Target is partly achieved within the
timeframe.  Target is not achieved within the timeframe.

Low level of interest: Of 500 customers
targeted in the trial, 33 (6%) participated for
the free A/C clean.

Cost $000

68.47

73.51

Program To
Date



Development

2011

49. To understand the value to Ergon
Energy of the energy reduction
achieved (return of efficiency) for
cleaning the coils and fins of a header
unit in a split system of over 2kW rated
load (5kW cooling capacity) used in a:
residential living space. It is
important to undertake the trial on
air conditioners used in residential
living spaces as these are the units
most often used during peak load
times; and
Small business operation. Including
some small business operations
will allow for an understanding of
the value proposition with
customers who are running airconditioning for long periods of
the day, for a significant part of the
year
50. To understand the value proposition to
the end customer (kWh reduction and
the bill and CO2 savings) of a
professionally cleaned split system
header unit and the potential for Ergon
Energy to encourage/sponsor this type
of activity

PROJECT PHASE



Progress
As at 30 June 2012,
Performance Targets 2011/12

Highlights

DM Plan Outcomes Report 2011-12

Residential Air Conditioning Cleaning
Trial
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Stockland North Shore Living Display
Centre Residential DM

Ergon Energy Corporation Limited

Description
This project emerged from an offer made by Stockland to Ergon
Energy to promote energy sustainability in Stockland’s new
Living Display Centre at their North Shore residential
development in Townsville.
The North Shore master planned community will eventually
comprise 5,200 lots and around 15,000 people. Around 1,300
lots have been built on with another 3,900 to be occupied over
the next ten years. North Shore is located in close proximity to

the Energy Sense Community project’s study area around the
Bohle Plains and Mount St Johns substations. The Stockland offer
provides AES an ideal opportunity to work with a keen developer 
partner to develop pathways to reduce network requirements in
a greenfield estate.

Rating

Comment

Finalisation

Indicates current phase




SUSTAINABILITY HANDBOOK
The Handbook was launched in early
October 2011. The majority of 2,000 copies
have been distributed to visitors to the
Sales Centre and individual display homes.



DISPLAY HOMES
Twenty-five homes were constructed.



METERING
Interval metering was installed in all
homes to remotely upload data on home
consumption and solar PV generation.



DEVELOPER ENGAGEMENT
The relationship with Stockland
Developments has become very
collaborative and positive. They are keen
to continue the relationship.

 MEASUREMENT
Homes used as builders’ sales offices were
not suitable to indicate normal residential
patterns.

Buyer education has
shown great promise.



Builders have mostly
responded well.

Cost $000
114.18
89.98

The relationship with
Stockland is very
positive and
constructive.

Target is fully achieved within the timeframe.  Target is partly achieved within the
timeframe.  Target is not achieved within the timeframe.
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Implementation

Program To
Date



Development

2011

51. To seek to reduce overall network
requirements at North Shore by:
educating prospective home
buyers about the value of energy
conservation and demand
management features in reducing
their home's operating costs;
influencing builders to incorporate
or offer energy conservation and
demand management features in
their product suite; and
developing relationship with a
major Queensland developer that
will provide Ergon Energy an
opportunity to work with their
other developments to reduce
network requirements.

PROJECT PHASE



Progress
As at 30 June 2012,
Performance Targets 2011/12

Highlights

GUSS Phase 2

Highlights

The project specifically addresses integration of PV into our
SWER networks and enabling the generation of PV energy to be
stored and shifted to peak demand and network need times.

52. Improve the value renewable
energy can provide to the
distribution SWER network and low
voltage connection points
53. Reduce the impact peak demand
has on the network through the
combined use of renewable energy
and storage
54. Ensure the equipment is grid ready,
and there are processes to support
their connection to the network

Implementation

Finalisation

Indicates current phase











FUNDING AGREEMENT
Completed with Industry partner

PRODUCT BUILD
Major equipment awaiting delivery
Software developed
Completion of Solar design
Site selection complete

Supply of batteries delayed from overseas
manufacturers

Rating







Comment
During 2011-12 the emphasis
was on appropriate project
design, towards the defined
overall targets. Deliverables to
date include: Completion of
functional specifications,
relevant contractual
agreements and the
commencement of product
build.

31.21

31.84

Program To
Date

Target is fully achieved within the timeframe.  Target is partly achieved within the
timeframe.  Target is not achieved within the timeframe.

Cost $000

2011



Development

 DELIVERY DELAY

Progress
As at 30 June 2012,
Performance Targets 2011/12

PROJECT PHASE

DM Plan Outcomes Report 2011-12

Description
The aim of the project is to further develop the Grid Utility
Support System (medium scale storage, grid interface inverter,
system control and monitoring) to allow for the connection of
renewable energy systems – in particular photovoltaics, in such a
way as to optimise the value that the renewables can present
both to the network and to the customer. Appropriate
integration will allow renewable energy generated to be stored,
when it is not of value, and released at times of need.
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